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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK  

About Vilnius film Cluster  

Vilnius Film Cluster is an alliance of leading film, TV production and production services 

companies. It was founded in 2007 and offers a board range of film production and rental 

services. It grew up thanks to international partnerships with big companies like Netflix and 

it is implementing projects partly financed by European Union Funds via LBSA, Lithuanian 

business support agency, subordinated by Ministry of Economy of the Republic of Lithuania. 

Vilnius film Cluster during the crisis 

One of the key features of this cluster and ecosystem is be creative and innovative. During 

the crisis, one of the problems that a high number of the companies from the cultural 

ecosystem faced was the need to find new business models in order to survive. However, 

79% of industry was forced to suspend all operations completely. One reason was that the 

Lithuanian government announced quarantine and banned gatherings which stopped even 

small local filming. Furthermore, the government’s measures of Covid for traditional 

industry proved to be difficult to apply for the cultural ecosystem. In order to face this 

problem, Vilnius film cluster took the initiative and proposed a package of new measure for 

creative industry which are currently being discussed in Lithuanian ministries.   

During her speech, Liana quoted the Vilnius International Film Festival, which is the biggest 

and most important cinema event in Lithuania, as a positive example of resilience to Covid. 

Instead of cancelling the event, they moved the festival on an online platform. Their 

audience appreciated and supported the initiatives. 

  

http://filmcluster.eu/
https://www.clustercollaboration.eu/cluster-organisations/bulgarian-furniture-cluster
https://youtu.be/3c4-pxJNW6Y
https://youtu.be/3c4-pxJNW6Y
https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/creative-europe/actions/media_en
https://kinopavasaris.lt/en/about-festival


 

The music industry during the crisis  

Bulgarian Clusters created the betting adds favourite to win Eurovision 2020 before the 

cancellation of the contest. The problems that this cluster registered during its experience in 

the music industry are:  

• mobility restrictions  

• event cancellation   

• lack of connection with core audience.  

The extensive use of social media can be a possible solution for these last problems because 

they help to keep the audience engaged. During the crisis, they were also experimenting 

with the writing and song’s recording from distance through innovate tools. 

 

The “new normal” in hotel rooms  

 

In this picture, there is one of the new tools that we are going to use in the hotel rooms in 

the future. The Bulgarian Clusters supported the creativity process and as Genoveva 

anticipated during her speech, “no touch economy” with digitalisation and technologies 

will be the drivers of the future for the hospitality industry.  

________________________________________________________ 

1. IDENTIFICATION OF DISRUPTIONS  

First disruption: stop of the activities in Creative & Cultural 

Industries 

Source: Liana Ruokyte Jonnson & Romanas Matulis, Vilnius film Cluster (LT) 

http://filmcluster.eu/


Evidence: The global lockdown due to the pandemic crisis has forced world governments to impose 

several restrictive policies to reduce people movements, aggregations of people, travels and events. 

As a result, all the companies that operate in the cultural and creative industries suffered a sudden 

stop in most of the activities (such as events organizations, production services, distribution and 

exhibition services, rental services, etc). Experts state that about 80% of the companies had to cease 

the operations activities. Moreover, all the activities and the collateral businesses of these sectors 

have suffered stops or declines in products and services demands (e.g. catering sectors, travels, 

hotels, technical staff and many others), with a consequent reduction in all related economic 

activities. 

For these reasons, the overall sector has undergone a huge reduction in revenue and cash flows. 

Geographical impact: EU 

Stage of value chain: operation activities and services 

Character of the disruption: sharp drop of use of goods and services by end users in all the Creative 

and Cultural industries 

Time frame: short term 

EU actions needed:  

• Coordination:  

o coordination of international projects to support experienced professional crew to 

take up the activities  

• Funding:  

o tax reduction and incentives are needed to better face the strong reduction of 

overall sector income; moreover, targeted measures for creative and cultural 

companies are also needed, going beyond the measures designed for traditional 

industries 

o financing for collateral activities and facilitating the reactivation of people 

movement, in compliance with government restrictions (e.g. support travel and 

hotel sectors) 

Recommendation/Solutions:  

• The closure of events and projects within the sector due to the global lockdown and to the 

quarantine imposed by governments around the world has affected both large international 

projects and small local projects without any distinction. 

• The sector has stopped completely for several weeks. However, to cope with COVID crisis by 

trying to survive without having to cut personnel, many companies quickly activated 

alternative businesses, mainly exploiting the potentialities of the digital market. In fact, 

many industries have converted, where possible, a series of events, contents and services 

for online use, allowing people to benefit from these services during the “stay-at-home” 

period. Another clear example of the sector resilience is brought by film industry, which in 

several countries has reactivated services that allow it to fulfil the social distance restrictions 

(e.g. drive-in cinema). This is a very strong signal from this sector, that had shown reactivity 

and flexibility to face the crisis. 

• Many companies operating in this sector receive inputs from other industrial sectors (i.e. 

electronic industry for technical staff of big cultural events and textile supplying for fashion 



industry). The sharp decline that also characterized these sectors, has further damaged 

creative and cultural industry. 

• Proposal: "share information on state aids in different countries can help the faster and 

overall sector recovery" 

 

Second disruption: decline of financing and insurance sector 

Source: Liana Ruokyte Jonnson & Romanas Matulis, Vilnius film Cluster (LT) 

Evidence: The sector shutdown and the mobility restriction generated a sharp reduction in revenue 

and cash flows, which in turn generated weakness in financial capacity of the market. As a result, the 

financial strength of the sector decreased, with a consequent drop in investments and involvement 

of insurance companies (especially in the field of big project and events organizations). 

Geographical impact: EU 

Stage of value chain: financing, investments, and insurance 

Character of the disruption: lack of financial capability of the sector 

Time frame: short-mid term 

EU actions needed: 

• Funding:  

o financing to facilitate the organization of big creative and cultural events 

o financing to support digital innovation in creative and cultural sectors (i.e. film and 

music industries) 

• Coordination:  

o EU support for professional training program and infrastructure 

Recommendation: 

• Digitization can greatly help the sector recovery and the attractiveness of new investments, 

especially for the creation of cultural digital contents. 

• Another important factor that emerged from the experts concerns Design Thinking 

paradigm. Besides digitalization, the sector innovation is also brought by the creation of new 

products and services that facilitate the recovery in the “New Normal” (e.g. new innovative 

products to improve customer safety in hotel sector). 

 

Third disruption: strong reduction in freelancers' activities 

Source: Teodora Jilkova, Veritas Cluster (BG) 

Evidence: In general, the creative and cultural industry is very fragmented and this high 

fragmentation doesn't help the growth and the recovery of the market, since it is not attractive for 

new investments (high risks during the crisis). In addition, besides companies, the sector is 

characterized by a very large number of freelancers. Sector closure for these professional figures 

resulted in many cases in a total lack of work, without the possibility of being able to take advantage 

of the economic support of the companies. 

http://filmcluster.eu/


Geographical impact: EU 

Stage of value chain: human resources (freelancers' professional figures) 

Character of the disruption: lack of income and cash flows 

Time frame: short term 

EU actions needed: 

• Funding: specific financing to support freelancers 

 

Fourth disruption: achieving insurance  

Source: Romanas Matulis, Vilnius film Cluster (LT) 

Evidence: Movies production requires insurance. In these uncertain times, it is difficult for 

companies to receive an insurance for their work: support from state government funds is needed. 

Geographical impact: EU 

Stage of value chain: all stages affected 

Character of the disruption: economical losses 

Time frame: short term 

EU actions needed: 

• Funding: specific financing to support the receipt of insurance 

• Coordination: help ministry to help companies 

 

Fifth disruption: shortage of specialists 

Source: Lyana Ruokyte, Romanas Matulis (LT) 

Evidence: Film companies are often composed by international crews, but even if industry grows 

quickly, before Covid-19, a shortage of specialists with updated skills is highlighted.   

Geographical impact: EU 

Stage of value chain: Human Resources 

Character of the disruption:  loss of specialists to join international crew 

Time frame: medium term 

EU actions needed: 

• Coordination: develop measures to train crews for big projects in collaboration with ministry 

________________________________________________________ 

 

http://filmcluster.eu/


2. IDENTIFICATION OF SOLUTIONS 

 
• Mapping of different national financial support measures from governments to share among 

the community so that they can propose them to their governments.  


